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SATIS No~ 407 Noise

Part 1 Noise and hearing
The frequency of a sound vibration decides its pitch. A high
frequency gives a high pitch. Frequency is measured in hertz (Hz).
The amplitude of the vibration decides how loud it is. A high
amplitude gives a loud sound. Loudness is measured in
decibels (dB).

Comparing the loudness of different sounds
Using the decibel scale, we can compare the loudness of different
sounds (Figure 2).

2

Figure 2 The decibel scale of loudness

Rocket taking off (close by)

Bones in ear may be broken

Pain begins
Road drill (1m away)

World record for shouting
Food blender (1m away)

Inside a noisy truck

Inside a small car
Inside a large shop

Inside a busy office

Normal conversation

Quiet conversation

Soft whisper

F aIling leaf

Threshold a/hearing

210
200
190
180
170
160
150
140
130 ,-..=120~

fI.)110 ~
,.C100-0~

90 ~
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o

Jet aircraft (30m away)

Rock group

Howling baby (1m away)

Passing train (25m away)

Loud radio

Vacuum cleaner (1m away)
Telephone conversation

Quiet street

Birds singing

Library reading room

Soft whisper

Questions

3 Using the scale, estimate the
noise level in decibels inside
your classroom at this moment.
(If you are doing this at home,
try to imagine your classroom
noise level on an average
day.)

4 What is the highest noise level
you think you could put up
with all day?



SATIS No. 407 Noise·

Part 2 Where does noise come from? '

At home
Noise can be very irritating at home because it invades people's
lives. The commonest culprits are regular party-givers and do-it-
yourself enthusiasts .. Other· people's noise is always worse than
your own!

Pop music
The average sound level in a disco is about 103 dB.In a pop concert
it can be about 115 dB. Roger Daltry of The Who admits he has a
hearing problem because of years spent on. stage close· to
loudspeakers.' -

Personal stereos can generate over 100 dB at the ear, and some
may go as high as 124 dB. A noise level of ~24 dB would be illegal in
a factory for more than 15 secohds a day.

Road traffic
Road traffic noise comes particularly fromthe tyres and exhaust of
vehicles. Faulty silencers are often a serious source of noise.

Air traffic
Jet e-~ginesate among the noisiest h~man inventions. The problem
is.worst for people who"live near airports. There are 173 airports in
the United Kingdom, and it is estimated that 10 per cent of the
population suffers from noise pollution by aircraft. Even the
Queen suffers ~W41dsor Castle is often disturbed by the noise of
jets from Heathrow. Prince ~hilip has his "ownnoise meter to keep a
check on noise levels.

Questions
5 What are the most annoying

noises in your home?
6 People sometimes seem to enjoy

using noisy machines. Why do
you think this is? Give some
examples.

Question
7 What do you notice about your

hearing afteryou c.omeout of a
loud disco orp·opconcer~ or "
afteryou have been listening to
loud music on apersonal
stereo?

Question
8 Which types of road vehicles

are noisiest? Why?

3



SATISNo. 407 Noise

Figure 3 Aircraft taking off or landing cause noisepollution forpeople living
nearby

Industry
Some factories are very noisy ..Inside a boiler factory the noise level
can be 120 dB, and a hydraulic press has a level of 130 dB at a
distance of 1m. Workers who are constantly exposed to noise risk
damaging their hearing. It is recommended that workers should
not be continually exposed to noises louder than 90 dB during an
8-hour day. If·the no"ise level is higher, the worker should be
exposed to it for a shorter time, as shown in Table 1.
Unfortunately, these recommendations are not always followed.

Table 1 Maximum noise exposure times

Questions
9 Aircraft are noisiest when

taking off. Why?
10 Concorde is the noisiest civil

ai11Jlane,with a peak noise
level of 138 dB. This has led
to its being banned in several
countries. Why was it never
banned in Britain?

-NOISE!

•
USE EAR

PROTECTORS
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Part 3 How can noise affect your health?
Very loud noises (above 150 dB) can actually break the tiny bones
inside the ear .Noises above 130 dB cause ear pain. Below this level,
constant exposure to loud noise can cause loss of hearing.

But even if noise is not loud enough to affect hearing, it can cause
stress and tension. Look at these facts:

• Secretaries are 20 per cent less efficient when they are
surrounded by office noise".

• A survey was recently carried out in a district near Heathrow
Airport i~ London. It showed that eight times as many people
were admitted to mentalhospitals compared with people living
in quieter areas.

Sound level/dB
Maximum exposure time
(hours per day)

90 93

8 4

96

2

99 102 105

1 0.5 0.25 Questions
11 Suppose you work in a disco

where the noise level is
103 dB. According to Table 1,
roughly how long should you
work in the discoper day?
Comment on your answer.

12 Listfive workers who are
particularly at risk from loud
nOlse.



SATIS No. 407 Noise s

• A London man set fire to a record shop below his flat pecause
he could not stand the constant noise.

• A Middlesex man committed suicide after a motorway was
built a few metres from his cottage. He left a note saying: 'The
noise, the noise, I couldrt't stand the noise'.

Evidence from the Netherlands
In the Netherlands the effects of air traffic noise on people's health

. have been investigated. The surveys compared the number of pills
taken per adult per year in two similar areas:

Area A on the flight path near Amsterdam airport
Area B near Amsterdam airport, but away from the flight
path.

The airport was opened in 1969, and in late 1973 a restriction on
night flights was introduced ..

Look at the four graphs in Figure 4, then answer question 16.

Questions

13 Do you ever find noise
irritating? If so, when?

14 What signs of stressand
tension have you noticed in a
teacher in front of a
particularly noisy class?

15 Research has shown that the
hearing of a 70-year-old
person from Sudan in North
Africa is as good as that of a
20-year-old American.
Suggest a reasonfor this.

Question
16 Comment as fully as you can

on each of thefour graphs.
What do the graphs suggest
about the effect of aircraft noise
on health? .

(a) number 30 (b) number Areaof blood of stomach 12 Apressure . pills /

pills per prescribed·
adult per per adult 9
year 20 per year
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10 Area.
3 B

I
, , I

1967 1970 1973 Cd) number of 1967 1970 1973
(c) number of. sleeping pills

tranquillizers
airport .. per adult 16

per adult 80 per year
per day opened

60 12

40 8

20 4

I I , ,
1967 1970 .1973 1967 1970 1973

Figure 4
_· ___ ·___ '_4 ___
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Part 4 How can we cut down noise?
There are three general ways to cut down noise:

• Stop it at source - for example, by making quieter
machines and passing laws to prevent people making too much
noise

• Stop it travelling -.for example, by sound-proofing

• Stop it at your ears - for example, by wearing earmuffs.

Many ordinary things are unnecessarily noisy, and they can be
made quieter by changing their design.

For example, in aircraft and cars a serious cause of noise is the
release of hot, fast-moving exhaust gases from pipes. This noise is
reduced if the gas comes out of a large number of holes. The jet
engine exhaust shown in Figure 5 reduced noise by 6 dB.

Figure 5 A jet exhaust designed to reduce noise

The amount of noise people are allowed to make in public is
controlled by law. But the law is often broken, and it is difficult to
catch ·people and prosecute them.·

The general principle of sound-prooimg is to absorb vibrations ..
Anything that vibrates will carry sound well. Thus glass, stone and
metal carry sound well, but cloth and foam rubber do not - they
muff1~ ~ounQ. Double glazing is effective. People living near large
airports sometimes get grants to. fit their homes with double
glazing. Barriers can be used to reduce noise. Walls or screens of
trees are often put near busy roads to shield nearby housing.

Noise inside large, echoing;buildings can be cut down by choosing
the right furnishings. Thick carpets, heavy curtains, soft wall
coverings and padded furniture all help cut down unwanted sound.

Question
17 How would you reduce noise

nuisance in each of the
·following cases?

(a) A house built next to a
railway line .

(b) The inside of a noisy
typing room

(c) A semi-detached hou~ein
which the neighbours often

.play loud music.

6
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Part S How noisy is Y01l:r school?
Imagine you are on a committee which is preparing a report on the
problems of noise in your school. You can find out the opinions of
those who work in the school with t~is I,survey.

What are the problems?
First you should decide where noise is a nuisance. Here are some
possible problems to consider:

• Noise getting into rooms from outside, for example, traffic or
aircraft.

• Noise carrying from room to room.

• Noisy activities, for example, metalwork, games, work in
school kitchen, music, etc. .

• Difficulties in hearing in a particular room because of the size
or shape of the room itself.

Look and listen yourself, and talk to people in the school who will
be able to suggest where there are noise problems. You might
approach the headteacher, the secretary, the teaching staff
(especially in craft, games and music, and those who teach nearby),
and, the kitchen staff. '

Write down between five and ten noise problems which
you consider exist in the school.

What do people think about the problems?
With your list of problems, carry out a survey of the opinions of
students and teachers. Ask them to judge the nuisance. value of
each pro1?lem, using a table like the one below. (The problems
given in this table are examples.)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Problem not noticeable noticeable irritating very irritating

·A\~
C\O\~

I
~

,~~~ N:>lSe. I

\t\ C1..~~tt\

~O\..e io fOO",S
~d~\-o
1'f\U.CO\C- ~
~oes\~
a...~~~NU\

N~\~ \l\
~
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SATIS No. 407 Noise

For each student you ask, put a letter S in the appropriate box
according to their opinions. For each teacher, put a letter T. Then
add up the total scores for each problem. Do this separately for
students and teachers. Write out the list of problems in order of
seriousness.

• What areyour recommendations to the committee on noise?
You should include suggestions on how theproblems might
be solved.

• Do students and teachers agree about theproblems? If not,
can you explain why? I
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